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About This Game

The third volume of the arcade series UBERMOSH.

Vol.3 brings the UBERMOSH combat to open field: no cover, borderless terrain, wider view and even more enemie
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Walter Machado
Publisher:
Walter Machado
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2016

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.6Ghz+

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1G
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NEVEROUT Joins Steam Summer Sale 2017! : Little late to the Party, but still - Neverout just joined Steam Summer Sale with
one of the biggest VR discounts on the store - 40%! Grab your wallets and dive into immersive VR Puzzles with Neverout..
NEVEROUT - "The Cube" VR Puzzler Launched Today! : Neverout, unique Gear VR puzzler game arrived today to Steam and
Oculus Home to challenge your spatial thinking once again! Neverout is a unique puzzle game with innovative mechanics and
immersive, unsettling atmosphere. The game puts the player in a small, claustrophobic cube, that has only one way out. Player
has the possibility of turning the whole level around and solving spatial problems packed into 4 zones with over 5 hours of mind-
intense experience. Features: Make your way through dreadful puzzle maze in Virtual Reality! Enjoy over 60 challenging levels
divided into 4 zones. Over 5 hours of intense puzzle-solving experience. Suited to your VR limits - immersive and comfort
mode included Turn the world around! Play with fresh mechanics and find yourself standing on the floor, wall or the ceiling. In
January 2016, Neverout was released on Samsung Gear VR resulting in over 10,000 sold copies and many positive reviews with
average score of 90%+. Neverout for SteamVR & Oculus Home aims to achieve comfy seated experience. Developers added
comfort mode with special mechanics, that ensures lack of motion sickness even during most intense puzzle levels. Game just
launched on Steam and Oculus Store with initial 20% sale ($7,99). Regular price ($9,99) will return in one week, so dont
hesitate to dig into unsettling atmosphere of Neverout, cause while gravity is on your side, obstacles and traps wont be..
Neverout Neverout Anniversary Update! - Play on any PC, no headset required! : Available Now both in non-VR & VR modes!
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